Back to Basic Play Inspired by Kardtects Building Cards
Kardtects encourages children to build incredible card houses while building important life skills for themselves!
BLOOMSBURG, PA, USA, September 17, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Kardtects Building Cards helps build a strong and
powerful foundation through their exclusive and all original products. The company is encouraging children to get back to
basic play and build amazing card houses using their creativity and imaginations!
Play is one of the most vital aspects of a child’s day. It offers immense value in developing a child’s skills for life. The toys
they play with are often thought of as building blocks for achieving these skills, and so it is important to consider what
foundation children are building with the toys they are playing with.
It’s been said that the more a toy does, the less a child does. That is why getting back to basic play is extremely beneficial.
Active free play allows the child to take charge; to create, discover, learn, grow, and imagine. Children who do this develop
new abilities which lead to greater confidence in themselves and the world around them.
Kardtects is encouraging children to Master the Fun of card building, and in doing so, they have the opportunity to master
life’s skills and challenges. Kardtects Building Cards provides essential elements for making a child’s play time a rewarding
experience.
Each pack of Kardtects includes not only the exclusive Kardtects Building Cards to enable the building of incredible card
structures, but also the collectible Kardtects Destroyer character cards and disks. Combined, these winning elements make
the building and the knocking down of Kardtects an exciting experience.
Kardtects (Card Architects) build upon the strength and excellence of a Kardtects CORE foundation.
*Creativity. Imaginations are endless. The creative nature in each child is stimulated by playing with Kardtects Building
Cards.
*Originality. Kardtects cards, destroyers, and disks are completely original. Children reach new levels in the timeless activity of card building (and the knocking down).
*Rewarding. Getting back to basics and applying skills of hands on play is incredibly rewarding. A child receives a true
sense of accomplishment when building and playing with Kardtects cards.
*Engaging. Kardtects (Card Architects) engage in both creating their own constructions, and in demolishing them. It is fun
from beginning to end.
This C.O.R.E (creativity, originality, rewarding, and engaging) of all Kardtects building sets brings to life the winning
combination of Creating and Destroying for Never-Ending Fun! But most of all it gives children the opportunities to grow,
learn, and build secure foundations for life.
Master the Build of the Square today! Visit Kardtects.com and join in on the excitement!
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